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EXECUTIVE SUIMARY

The work described in this report was directed at the
improvement in the safety of rail transportation by reducing
the failure rate of railroad car wheels. Changes in design,
materials, or operating limits need to be considered.
Before such changes can be recommended, however, one needs
to have a better understanding of the factors which lead
to wheel failures.

Railroad freight car wheels must be designed to fulfill
a wide range of service requirements. They must transmit
the high mechanical loads accompanying modern high speed
train operations and also serve as a heat sink for the
energy dissipated by the tread brake system. Railroad
wheels are generally expected to provide at least 160,000 km
(100,000 miles) of service. A high reliability against failure
is necessary because failure of a wheel is likely to result
in a train derailment with serious consequences. Railroad
wheels must also be tolerant to a considerable amount of
wear which results in large cross-sectional changes in the
wheel rim over the lifetime of the wheel.*

To obtain an improvement in wheel perfomance one must
consider changes in wheel material specifications and wheel
design configurations. Wheel failures are inhibited by the
use of steels with higher fracture toughness. Within the
present grades of wheel steel, the use of the steels with
lower carbon content will increase fracture toughness, but
lower the resistance to wear. One must therefore strike a
balance between wear and fracture resistance. Various
alloys have been developed with improved fracture toughness
and wear properties, but their use has not gained acceptance
on U.S. railroads, primarily because of their additional
cost.

The feasibility of using different wheel plate designs
to reduce the stresses associated with thermal and mechanical
loads has been the subject of past investigations. These
studies have generally indicated that the so-called deep-dish
curved plate design and the straight plate design, both of
which are in common use, maintain satisfactory stress levels
in response to normal loadings. Some individuals express
preference for the deep dish curved plate design because
it exhibits lower plate stresses in response to theiut - For"
loads. Accos91Cfl
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As a result of evaluating these data and other relevant
information it was concluded that the detailed analysis work
should emphasize comparisons of the conventional curved
plate and straight plate designs which are presently in use
on U.S. railroads. It was apparent that more detailed
stress analyses were required relating to crack initiation
and growth before one could make general statements about
the advantages of different wheel designs.

A number of analytical studies were conducted to determine
the conditions under which wheels are most susceptible to
thermal crack development. A two-dimensional elastic-plastic
code was used to calculate the shifts in the residual stress
field of wheels due to severe thermal load. An elastic
three-dimensional code was also used to calculate the stresses
which are due to vertical and lateral wheel/rail forces.
The cyclic nature of these stresses resulting from the rotation
of the wheel were also determined. Results from the two
types of calculations were combined by superimposing the
cyclic stresses on the residual stress fields calculated
from the thermal analysis.

The results from the thermal stress analyses showed that
the stress distributions in curved plate and straight plate
wheel designs can be substantially different when the wheels
are subjected to the same thermal load. While the thermal
stresses at the conclusion of the braking period are larger
in the straight plate wheel design than in the curved plate
design, the residual stresses following the subsequent
cooling of the wheel are about the same magnitude in each
type of wheel. From one standpoint the residual stress field
in the curved plate design may be less satisfactory because
of the high tensile stresses on the inside face of the rim,
which is a common site for the initiation of thermal cracks.

The wheel stresses calculated for vertical and lateral
loads at the wheel/rail interface were generally quite low.
When the cyclic stress ranges from these loads were combined
with the residual stresses from severe thermal loads, it was
showm that the stress ranges often occur in combination
with high stress ratios. The largest stress ratio conditions
were generally calculated for the flange and inside rim
positions. The results also indicated that the combination
of outwardly directed lateral loads and vertical loads
produced the largest mechanical stress ranges, but this is
a relatively rare service load condition which is unlikely
to result in a large number of stress cycles. The combined
data from the stress calculations did not indicate any
significant advantages for either the curved plate or
straight plate wheel configurations.
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The stress range data for mechanical load stresses com-
bined with thermally induced residual stresses, were reviewed
to estimate the conditions under which thermal crack propagation
may be expected. The data indicated that the most severe
condition occurs on one wear wheels at the inside rim position.
Minimum threshold crack depth dimensions for crack extension
were calculated. The case where lateral load acts in conjunction
with the vertical load, but is directed away from the flange
gave the smallest threshold crack size. However, this loading
condition would not be representative of conditions where a
large number of stress cycles can be anticipated. Excluding
these cases the smallest critical crack depth was 2.5 mm (0.098
inch) for a vertical edge load with no lateral load.

The significance of the threshold crack calculations is
restricted by he limited amount of applicable crack growth data.
Crack growth is associated with high stress ratios and low
changes in stress intensity resulting from small stress changes
imposed on large residual stress fields. This is a condition
where limited material property test data are available. The
assumed characteristics of the material in this region was ex-
trapolated from test data obtained at larger stress intensity
ranges and at R=0. The extrapolation of the data reduces the
confidence in its accuracy. Therefore, the results should be used
primarily as an indication of the trends that can be expected.

Another limitation associated with the application of
analytical procedures to the study of wheel failure phenomena
is the lack of material property data at elevated temperatures.
The lack of data describing the modification of the yield point
and the definition of the stress-strain curve at high temperatures
is especially critical. The modification of the residual stress
field in the wheels will depend to a large extent on the degree

*1 of yielding that takes place during severe thermal loads.

Although analytic techniques are helpful in establishing
the relative importance of certain parameters affecting the
initiation and development of wheel failures, results from full-
scale experiments are required before a complete understanding
of failure phenomenology can be expected. Facilities are re-
quired where wheels can be subjected to severe thermal loadings
in combination with simulated vertical and lateral wheel/rail
loads. The test fixture should be constructed in such a way
that a wheel can be allowed to fail during a test. The equipment
should be capable of subjecting wheels to thermal loads in excess
of 37 kW (50 bhp) and 222 kN (50,000 lb) wheel/rail loads. The
results from such tests could establish the safety margins in
the operation of present wheel designs. The test work should be
coordinated with wheel analysis programs in order to gain guid-
ance for the specification of test conditions. Tests could be
used to verify the analytic procedures.
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1. OBJECTIVE

The objective of the work performed under this program
was the improvement in the safety of rail transportation
through a reduction in the failure rate of railroad car
wheels. Changes in design, materials, and operating limits
may be considered to improve wheel performance, but before
specific changes can be recommended one needs to have a
better understanding of the factors which lead to wheel
failures. Accordingly, the major purpose of this program
was to utilize analytical procedures for the investigation
of these factors. The use of an elastic-plastic finite-
element analytical code was to be included for the calculation
of changes in the residual stress fields of a wheel as a
result of severe thermal loading (e.g., a long tread brake
application). Residual stress changes are likely to be
influential in development of thermal cracks, which is one
of the most serious types of wheel failures. With the
proper understanding of the factors affecting failure
mechanisms it is possible to evaluate design changes or
operational limits which are proposed to reduce the
probability of wheel failures.
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2. BACKGROUND

Railroad freight car wheels must fulfill a wide range
of service requirements. They must transmit the high mechanical
loads accompanying modern high speed train operations and also
serve as a heat sink for the energy dissipated by the tread
brake system. Railroad wheels are generally expected to
provide at least 160,000 km (100,000 miles) of service. A
high reliability against failure is necessary because failure
of a wheel is likely to result in a train derailment with
serious consequences. Railroad wheels must also be tolerant
to a considerable amount of wear which results in large cross-
sectional changes in the wheel rim over the lifetime of the
wheel.

In recent years the use of high capacity cars has
placed greater demands on the performance of railroad freight
car wheels. In the early 1960's a 64 Mg (70 ton) car was
the most common high-capacity car. It allowed a 930 kN
(210,000 lb) rail load and utilized 840 mm (33 inch) diameter
wheels. Today the allowable vertical wheel loads have been
increased by approximately 5 percent and a significant
proportion of new cars are of 91 Mg (100 ton) capacity
allowing a 1.17 MN (263,000 lb) rail load.

In spite of the demands on wheel performance the
failure rate of wheels has remained relatively low when one
considers the large number of wheels in service. With U.S.
railroad operations of approximately 30 billion car miles
per year, the number of wheels which have failed by fracture
leading to Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) reportable
derailments has averziged slightly over 100 per year. This
is an indicated accident rate from wheel failures of less
than 0.5 derailments per billion wheel miles.

To obtain an improvement in wheel performance one must
consider changes in wheel material specifications and wheel
design configurations. A recent discussion of alternatives
for obtaining better failure resistance in wheels (Ref 1)
noted that the use of steels with higher fracture toughness
properties would inhibit wheel failures. Within the present
grades of wheel steel, the use of the steels with lower
carbon content will increase fracture toughness, but lower
resistance to wear. One must therefore strike a balance
between wear and fracture resistance. A radical restructuring
of the alloy content of the wheel would have to be considered
to maintain the desired degree of hardness at increased
fracture toughness. Reference 1 concludes that the best
potential for improving the fracture resistance of wheels is
to consider design changes which will reduce stresses.
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Various studies have been conducted to examine potential
benefits of modified wheel materials. An illustration is
provided by the high alloy steel developed by Italisider Spa
of Italy (Ref 2). Their 5CR alloy, which contains 4.85 percent
chromium, is reported to have excellent wear and fracture
resistance properties. The use of alloys of this type has
not gained acceptance on U.S. railroads primarily because of
their additional cost.

The feasibility of using different wheel plate designs to
reduce the stresses associated with thermal and mechanical
loads has been the subject of several investigations. The most
detailed study is reported by Wetenkamp (Ref 3) which included
five different wheel cross sections: deep dish curved plate,
conventional straight plate, S-plate, sharp fillet S-plate, and
offset straight plate designs. The wheels were subjected to
drag tests using a wheel dynamometer and the wheel stresses
under severe thermal loading were analyzed using the finite
element method. The test results indicated that the two
S-plate designs and the offset straight plate designs had a
greater tendency for the development of permanent deformations
(measured by axial rim movement) than the curved plate and
conventional straight plate designs. The results of the
analyses showed that the lowest stresses were associated with
the deep dish curved plate design and that the highest stresses
were associated with the S-plate designs.

As a result of evaluating these data and other relevant
information it was concluded that the detailed analysis work
should emphasize comparisons of the conventional curved plate
and straight plate designs which are presently in use on
U.S. railroads. It was apparent that more detailed stress
analyses were required relating to crack initiation and
growth before one could make general statements about the
advantages of different wheel designs.
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3. CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DESIGN AND USE OF RAILROAD CAR WHEELS

3.1 Wheel Loadings

The major mechanical load on the wheel is the vertical
load which is applied between the wheel/rail contact point.
The magnitude of this load depends on the weight of the car
and it is modified by transient factors, such as rail irregu-
larities, suspension system oscillations, wheel flat spots, etc.

Lateral loads are also applied at the wheel/rail interface.
This load is due to flange contacts during the normal hunting
motion of the wheel-axle set and lateral creep and slip forces
which are built up during the traversal of curved track.
Under normal conditions these forces are directed toward the
flange. Occasionally, large transient forces can be directed
in the opposite lateral direction due to guardrail contacts.

Wheels are also subjected to radial load when tread
brakes are applied. The effects of this load are similar to
the vertical load except that the total load is smaller and
it is active for a relatively short period in the life of
the wheel. Circumferential wheel loads are developed at the
tread as a result of creep and slip forces built up during
the traversal of curved track and as a result of brake shoe
frictional forces. Another type of loading results from the
press fit of the wheel on the axle.

Wheels are also subjected to thermal loading when tread
brake shoes are applied. The deposition of this energy in
the rim leads to temperature gradients within the wheel.
The differential heating causes an expansion and twisting
of the rim relative to the plate, which results in the
development of large stresses in the wheel. If high temper-
atures are reached at the tread, metallurgical changes can
be produced, which may affect the ability of the material
to resist damage.

There are two distinct types of severe braking service.
The first is drag braking which is associated with the
descent of a long grade. On some of the long grades in the
western mountainous regions this might involve braking for
over an hour at moderate rates of energy deposition (e.g.,
15 kW (20 bhp)). The relatively long duration of the brake
application allows the heat to penetrate through the rim
down into the plate. The second type of service is emergency
braking. This condition is particularly severe in high-speed
passenger operations where tread brakes are used. Energy
deposition rates may exceed 150 kW (200 bhp) for time periods
exceeding 2 minutes. The relatively short time of brake
application means that most of the heat is retained near the
surface of the tread.

18
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3.2 Materials

Railroad wheels are manufactured in accordance with
Association of American Railroads (AAR) specification M107
(Ref 4) for wrought steel wheels or AAR specification M208
(Ref 5) for cast steel wheels. There are five classes of
wheel steels defined in the specifications: U, L, A, B, and
C. The classifications are defined on the basis of carbon
content and hardness, as summarized in Table 1. Typical
values of yield strength and ultimate strength for these
steel classifications are also indicated in the table.
Design stresses are not specified for wheels. Instead
various geometric configurations are specified by stating
dimensional requirements. Minimum dimensions are specified
at critical locations (e.g., plate thicknesses at hub and
rim fillets).

3.3 Types of Wheel Failures

The AAR Field Manual of Interchange Rules (Ref 6) lists
19 defects which require removal of wheels from service:

Slid Flat Grooved Tread
Shattered Rim Cracked or Broken Flange
Spread Rim Cracked or Broken Rim
Shelled Tread Thin Rim
Thin Flange Cracked or Broken Place
Vertical Flange Holes in Plate
Thermal Cracks Loose
Built Up Tread Out of Gauge
Overheated Scrape, Dent or Gouge in
High Flange Wheel Plate

Some of these defects are the result of normal service
wear (e.g., thin flange or thin rim); other defects are due
to malfunctioning equipment (e.g., slid flat). From the
standpoint of ensuring the structural adequacy of the wheel,
the most serious of these defects are thermal (radial rim)
cracks and plate cracks.

3.3.1 Thermal Cracks-A thermal crack is a radial crack
which develops on the periphery of the wheel and propagates
inward toward the hub. Once these cracks propagate through
the rim they will often turn and propagate as a circumferential
plate crack. The crack may then turn again and propagate
through the rim in a radial direction separating a large
segment from the wheel. A thermal crack might be initiated
and propagate over an extended period of time or the crack
may develop rapidly causing a sudden failure of the wheel.
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The thermal crack mode of failure is probably the most
severe problem in present day railroad car wheel operation.
Thermally cracked wheels often lead to serious train derail-
ments. The thermal crack may cause a sudden separation of
the wheel leading to an immediate derailment or it may lead
to a loose wheel, which would move inward on the axle causing
a derailment.

Thermal crack development is associated with modifications
in the residual stress field within the wheel which are
caused by severe tread braking. Under these conditions the
periphery of the wheel is heated to a relatively high temper-
ature, but is restrained from expanding by the colder plate
and hub of the wheel. This causes the development of
circumferential compressive stresses in the rim and radial
tensile stresses in the plate. The plate stresses are
greatest in the outside hub fillet and the inside rim fillet.
If the thermal gradient is large enough, plastic deformation
will take place first in the highly stressed plate fillet
regions and, with increasing severity of the thermal load,
in the rim adjacent to the surface of the tread. Plastic
deformation causes a change in the residual stress field of
the wheel when it cools. The change puts circumferential
tensile stress in the rim and compressive radial stresses in
the plate. The existence of tensile stress in the rim will
promote thermal crack growth.

A limited survey of wheels which have failed by thermal
cracking showed that approximately 50 percent of the failures
were initiated in the flange, 30 percent were initiated on
the back face of the rim, 15 percent were initiated at the
outside corner of the tread, and 5 percent were initiated on
the face of the tread.

3.3.2 Plate Cracks-Cracks that initiate in the plate of
the wheel and propagate circumferentially around the plate are
commonly referred to as plate cracks. They normally develop
and propagate as fatigue cracks from a point of initiation
in the outside plate hub fillet. Plate crack development is
believed to be caused by the effects of both thermal and
mechanical loads. The highest stresses in the regions of
crack initiation result from the thermal effect, but there
is a relatively small number of cycles of high stresses over
the life of the wheel. Mechanical wheel loads produce an
alternating stress pattern within the critical fillet regions
of the wheel once per wheel revolution, but the stress levels
are of relatively low magnitude. The relative importance of
these stress cycles has not yet been established. An additional
factor affecting plate crack Yrowth is that the wheel is more
sensitive to fatigue damage from mechanical loads if the rim of
the wheel is heated by tread brake application (Ref 7 and 8).
This results from the steady tensile stresses in the regions
where the maximum fluctuating stresses are developed.
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3.4 Complexity of Wheel Failure Phenomena

A complete understanding of wheel failure phenomena is
required before one can propose cost-effective changes in
design and operating requirements to improve wheel reliability.
One should be able to state the specific sets of conditions
which will lead to wheel failure and be able to demonstrate
these by tests as a means for verifying the methods of
analysis. There are a number of reasons for the complexity
of wheel failure analysis. Some of the more significant
of these are summarized:

* The wheel is subjected to both mechanical
(wheel/rail) and thermal (tread brake
heating) loads.

* Residual stress fields can both promote
and inhibit wheel crack growth phenomena.

* The fact that wheel/rail loads are trans-
mitted across a relatively small "contact
zone" where unit stresses are quite large
as defined by the Hertzian deformations
of the wheel and rail.

* The fact that considerable wear must be
tolerated, which results in large cross
sectional changes in the rim over the life
of the wheel; this in turn causes changes
in the wheel stress patterns resulting
from mechanical and thermal loads.

9 The fact that cyclic stresses can occur
due to wheel rotation and wheel/rail loads
while certain regions of the wheel are being
strained beyond the yield point due to
thermal (brake) loads.

* The type of brake shoe affects the way the
tread braking thermal load is introduced
into the wheel. The use of cast iron shoes
can lead to hot spots on the surface of the
tread whereas the composition shoe results
in the transmission of a greater percentage
of the total brake energy into the rim.

e The fact that some wheels are manufactured
in such a way that they possess complex
residual stress fields.
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3.5 Analysis of Wheels

3.5.1 Previous Studies-The development of modern com-
putational techniques has made possible the calculation of
wheel response to thermal and mechanical loads. Finite
element analysis techniques have made possible more efficient
solution of wheel temperature and stress calculations and
the treatment of a broad range of load conditions. The
finite element technique has been used by Novak, Eck, et al,
(Ref 9, 10, and 11) and Nishioka and Morita (Ref 12) for
calculation of wheel stresses resulting from discrete loads
acting on the wheel. Wetenkamp (Ref 3) and others (Ref 13
and 14) have used this technique for the calculation of
thermal stresses resulting from tread brake applications.

Finite element analyses have been used to determine
the relative stresses caused by vertical (radial) and lateral
mechanical loads and thermal lnzds due to braking (Ref 11,
12, and 15). They have alb, -n used to compare the thermal
stresses caused by emer,!n- -,d drag braking (Ref 15); to
examine the effects on 3,1 btresses of different wheel
configurations, such as -ish, straight plate, and S-plate
designs (Ref 3); to detc i, the tendency for the wheel
press fit to loosen as -o: b \heel temperature rises (Ref 3);
and to determine the *feci of rim thickness on stresses
from ve-ical wheel loads (Ref 10).

3.5.2 Analytic Prc-cedures Used in This Program-Two types
of finite element analyses have been utilized on this program
for the study of wheel stresses. A linear code was used for
the study of the effects of mechanical (e.g., wheel/rail)
loads. The code is capable of determining the effects of
three-dimensional loads on an axisyummetric (two-dimensional)
body through the use of harmonic analysis.

A two-dimensional elastic-plastic code was used for the
study of severe thermal loads. Its use assumes axisymmetric
heat input to the wheel. The use of the code is preceded
by a separate finite element analysis to predict the temper-
ature distribution throughout the wheel as a function of
time from the brake energy deposited in the tread of the
wheel.

The analytic codes have been previously described in
Ref 20.
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3.6 Approach

Since one of the principal objectives of the program
was to determine the conditions under which wheels are most
susceptible to thermal crack development, the following
approach was adopted to define these conditions. The two-
dimensional elastic-plastic code was used to calculate the
shifts in the residual stress field of wheels due to severe
thermal load. The elastic three-dimensional code was then
used to calculate the stresses which are due to vertical and
lateral wheel/rail forces. The cyclic nature of these stresses
resulting from the rotation of the wheel were also determined.
In addition the variations in the cyclic stresses caused by
changes in the position of the point of load application
were calculated. Results from the two types of calculations
were combined. It was assumed that the cyclic stresses were
elastic and could be superimposed on the residual stress
fields calculated from the thermal analysis. The results
were used to determine if the stresses caused by mechanical
loadings, which fluctuate at any one point in the wheel due
to wheel rotation, can cause thermal crack propagation under
certain residual stress field conditions. Fracture mechanics
crack growth models were used for these studies.
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4. RESULTS: THERMAL STRESS ANALYSES

This section presents results of analyses which have
been made with the elastic-plastic two-dimensional code
to determine the changes in the residual stress field resulting
from severe thermal loading. The major interest was in
braking conditions where the thermal load is large enough
to cause the yield point to be exceeded with a consequent
shift in the residual stress field when the wheel cools. This
requires a relatively long brake application (30 to 60 minutes)
where the rate of energy input to the wheel exceeds 22 kW
(30 bhp).

Of particular importance in these calculations is the
residual circumferential stress which is developed within
the rim of the wheel, because a tensile stress in this
direction promotes the initiation and growth of radial cracks.

4.1 Wheel Types

Figure 1 shows the three types of wheels which have been
analyzed. The wheels are 914 mm (36 inch) diameter freight
car wheels, two having a straight plate cross section and
one having a curved plate cross section. The curved plate
wheel and one of the straight plate wheels have the rim
cross section representative of a one wear wheel design.
The other straight plate design has a rim cross section
representative of a two wear wheel design. Figure 1 also
defines positions around the rims where stress results are
reported. These are common sites for the initiation of
thermal cracks.

4.2 Cases Considered

Two levels of severe thermal load input to the wheel
have been considered, namely, 30 and 37 kW (40 and 50 bhp)
for 1 hour. These are representative of severe drag braking
conditions.

The significance of the location of the heat input to
the wheel on the development of thermal stress has also been
investigated. Two cases are considered, one representing
the brake shoe centered on the tape line of the wheel and the
other with the brake shoe centered about 25 mm (1 inch) out-
side of the tape line, which represents a brake shoe over-
hanging the outside corner of the wheel. It is assumed
that the thermal load is applied to the wheel through a 75 mm
(3 inch) wide area on the tread.
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4.3 Summary of Results

Results of the analyses are tabulated in Table 2. The
compressive stresses for the hot wheel and the residual stresses
following the subsequent cooling of the wheel are shown. In
all cases the assumption is made that there are no initial
residual stresses within the wheel prior to the application of
the thermal load.

The results show that the residual stresses from the 37 kW
(50 bhp) thermal load are more severe than from the 30 kW
(40 bhp) thermal load. The results also show that there are
only minor differences in the stresses for an off center
brake load in comparison with a centered brake load.

The results in Table 2 indicate that there is a larger
variation in the residual stresses in the rim of the curve
plate wheel than in either of the two straight plate designs.
This difference is most pronounced for the 37 kW (50 bhp)
case and leads to large tensile stresses on the inside
face of the rim.

4.4 Detailed Results Associated with 37 kW Cases

The phenomena associated with the application of the
thermal brake load to the wheels are illustrated by comparing
the responses of the one wear straight plate and curved
plate designs to a 60 minute, 37 kW (50 bhp) drag brake load.
These cases are selected to provide additional information
on the differences in response of straight plate and curved
plate wheel designs.

The elastic-plastic two-dimensional code was used for
these calculations. It utilizes a bilinear representation
of the stress strain curve for the material. Values were
selected to represent the properties of a Class U wheel
steel having a yield point of 400 MPa (57 ksi). The modulus
of elasticity was assumed to be reduced to 22 percent of its
initial value above the yield point stress.

Figures 2 and 3 compare the temperature distribution
after 60 minutes of braking. The temperature distributions
are quite similar for both wheels. Figures 4 and 5 show the
extent of the regions in the wheels where the yield point has
been exceeded. Note that the straight plate wheel shows greater
areas of yielding on the plate whereas the curved plate wheel
shows more yielding in the region about the flange.
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TABLE 2. RESIDUAL CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESSES IN RIM
FOLLOWING 60 MINUTE DRAG BRAKING

Residual Circumferential Stress

Position of MPa fksi

Brake Power Stress Value Centered Edge
Wheel kW (bhp) (See Fig. 1) Brake Load Brake Load

One Wear 30 (40) 1 -2.8 (-0.4) -43 (-2.0)
Straight Plate 2 1.4 0.2) -43 (-6.2)

3 40 .j 3 5.7)
4 50 8.1 57 8.3)

37 (50) 1 -34 -:j -55 (8.0)
2 -18 -26 41 (5.9)3 57o) 8 _ f::l 78, J_1.oI4 123 k7:3 145 21.0

Two Wear 30 (40) 1 -2.1 (-0.3) 8.3 (1.2)
Straight Plate 2 3.4 0.5 3.4 0.5)

3 32 .7 30 4.3)
4 42 (6.1) 40 (5.8)
5 49 (7.1) 47 (6.8)

37 (50) 1 -22 .l-3 6 f375)2 -8 .3 H. 2. .

3 57 (8.2) 56 (8.1)
4 78 11.3) 82 (11.9)
5 94 3 105 (15.3)

One Wear 30 (40) 1 -19 (-2.7) -22 (-3.2)
Curved Plate 2 -17 (-2 5) -18 (-2.6)

3 17 2:4) 13 (1.9)
4 23 (3.4) 19 (2.8)
5 77 (11.2) 66 (9.6)

37 (50) 1 -56 (-8.1) -69 (-10.0)
2 -28 k-4. 1) -32 (-4.7)

4 135
5 208 (30.1) 196 (28.5)
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Figure 2 Temperature Distribution, C ('OF), One Wear Straight Plate
Wheel after 60 minutes of 37 k l (50 bhp) Drag Brake
Application
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Figure 3 Temperature Distribution, OC (OF), One Wear Curved
Plate Wheel after 60 minutes of 37 kW (50 bhp) Drag
Brake Application
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Figure 4 Extent of Yielded Region, One Wear Straight Plate
Wheel after 60 minutes of 37 kW (50 bhp) Drag Brake
Application
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Figure 5 Extent of Yielded Region, One Wear Curved Plate
Wheel after 60 minutes of 37 kW (50 bhp) Drag
Brake Application
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Figures 6 and 7 compare the maximum circumferential
stresses within the wheels at the completion of the drag brake
loading period. There is a greater stress variation across
the rim of the curved plate wheel than across the rim of the
straight plate wheel, although the maximum value of compressive
stress is approximately the same. These figures also show
that there are larger stresses in the plate of the straight
plate wheel than the plate of the curved plate wheel.

Similar trends are observed if one compares radial stresses
in the plates of these wheels. The radial component of stress
in the hub fillet region is 691 M a (100 ksi) in the curved
plate wheel and 818 MPa (119 ksi) in the straight plate wheel.
Similarly the radial component of stress in the rim fillet
is 377 MPa (55 ksi) in the curved plate wheel and 594 4Pa
(86 ksi) in the straight plate wheel. The values for the
stress in the hub plate fillet regions are well above the yield
point of the steel indicating that considerable yielding has
taken place.

Figures 8 and 9 compare the residual circumferential
stress distributions following cooling of the wheel. The
straight plate wheel shows the highest stresses near the tread
of the wheel where the thermal load is applied. The curved
plate wheel shows the highest stresses on the inside surface
of the rim.

The difference in response of the two types of wheels to
the thermal load can also be shown by a comparison of dis-
placements. Figures 10 and 11 compare the displacements of
the wheel under the maximum temperature conditions. Little
difference in response is indicated. However, the comparison
of residual displacement conditions (after the wheel cools)
as shown in Figures 12 and 13, reveals considerable differences
in displacement. The straight plate wheel rim shows a slight
counterclockwise distortion, whereas the curved plate wheel
shows a slight clockwise distortion. The differences are not
unexpected in view of the different patterns of the residual
stress fields.

The results illustrate the differences in the way the two
types of wheels respond to the severe thermal load. The
curved plate wheel allows slightly larger outward expansion
of the rim than the straight plate wheel resulting in slightly
lower plate stresses. On the other hand, the larger curved
plate wheel expansion causes larger compressive stresses in
the rim which contributes to greater yielding in the rim.
When the wheels cool a larger range of residual stresses is
indicated across the rim of the curved plate wheel. Also, the
residual stress is larger at the inside surface of the rim.
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Figure 10 Displacement of Hot One Wear Straight Plate
Wheel after 60 minutes of 37 kW (50 bhp) Drag
Brake Application
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Figure 11 Displacement of Hot One Wear Curved Plate Wheel
after 60 minutes of 37 kW (50 bhp) Drag Brake
Application
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Figure 12 Displacement Configuration of Cool, One Wear
Straight Plate Wheel Following 37 kW (50 bhp)
Drag Brake Application for I hour
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Figure 13 Displacememt Configuration of Cool, One WearStraight Plate Wheel Following 37 kW (50 bhp)
Drag Brake Application for I hour
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4.5 Repeated Severe Thermal Load Applications

The calculation of major changes in the residual stress
field following a severe thermal load raises the question of
whether or not subsequent applications of a severe thermal
load would cause further changes in the residual stress field.
A partial answer to this question has been provided by an
analysis of a one wear straight plate wheel to two drag brake
applications of 37 kW (50 bhp) which are separated by an
intermediate cool down period.

Results are shown in Figures 14 and 15. Figure 14 shows
the radial component of stress at the inside rim fillet and
outside hub fillet. The hub fillet stress reaches a maximum
of 820 MPa (119 ksi) at the end of the first 60 minute thermal
load. Subsequent cooling causes the stress to become a residual
compressive stress of 620 MPa (90 ksi). A slightly lower
stress of 765 MPa (111 ksi) is reached after the second thermal
load. Subsequent cooling of the wheel leads to a compressive
stress of 680 MPa (98 ksi). Similar behavior is noted for
the rim fillet stress. The rim fillet stress reaches a
maximum of 590 MPa (86 ksi) at the end of the first 60 minute
thermal load. Subsequent cooling causes the stress at this
location to become a residual compressive stress of 470 MPa
(68 ksi). A slightly lower tensile stress of 520 MPa (75 ksi)
is reached after the second thermal load. Subsequent cooling
leads to a compressive stress of 540 MPa (79 ksi).

The behavior of the stress in the rim is indicated in
Figure 15. Data are shown for the central region of the
tread because this is where the highest rim stresses are
developed. The circumferential component of stress is the
most significant parameter in this region. The results
plotted in the figure show that a compressive stress of 211 MPa
(30.6 ksi) is reached at the end of the first thermal load.
Subsequent cooling causes a residual tensile stress of 225 MPa
(32.6 ksi). At the end of the second thermal load the
compressive stress is 161 MPa (23.4 ksi) which is modified to
a residual tensile stress of 274 MPa (39.8 ksi) by subsequent
cooling.

These results show that the largest change in residual
stresses are caused by the first severe thermal load. They
also indicate that after the second thermal loading the
residual stress condition is more severe than after the first
thermal load. It is quite possible that subsequent application
of severe thermal loads would cause further shifts in the
residual stress field, bt that a steady state condition would
be approached asymptotically.
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4.6 Cyclic Stresses Due to Service Braking

Service braking generally results in much lower levels of
thermal load input to the wheels than drag braking, but the
associated stress cycles can be significant. The magnitudes
of representative stress cycles have been determined by
analyzing the response of a one wear straight plate wheel to
an approximate representation of the thermal brake load from
a full service brake application at 96 km/h (60 mph). The
thermal load is applied at the tread of the wheel and is shown
as a function of time in Figure 16. The resulting stresses
are plotted for several positions (defined in Figure 1) with-
in the wheel in Figures 17 and 18. Figure 17 shows variations
in the circumferential rim stresses as a function of time.
Note that there is a cyclic circumferential stress at certain
positions within the rim which is due to the transient nature
of the heat flow into the rim. The surface layer at the
tread is heated by the deposition of the brake energy, but
there is insufficient time for the heat to be conducted all
the way down through the rim. Therefore, the thermal gradient
is quite steep resulting in a circumferential compressive
stresses in the outer layer of the rim and tensile stresses
in the colder material below. As the heat penetrates into
the rim and becomes more uniformly distributed the tensile
stresses disappear and the entire rim cross section is in
compression.

Figure 18 shows plots of the radial component of stress
as a function of time in the hub and rim fillet locations.
Here the stress cycle is one of a moderate tensile stress due
to the overall temperature gradient in the wheel. The transient
stresses introduced at these locations, while moderate, are
still higher than the cyclic stresses caused by mechanical
load effects.

4.7 Simplifying Assumptions

When making comparisons between the results of thermal
stress analyses and actual braking cycles one must recognize
certain simplifying assumptions which are made in the analyses.

4.7.1 Axisymmetric Heat Impact-First, the assumption is
made that the heat is introduced axisymmetrically around the
tread of the wheel, when actually the heat is introduced in a
localized manner at the brake head. The fairly rapid rotation
of the wheel (e.g., approximately five revolutions per second
at 16 m/s (35 mph)) along with a relatively slow change in
wheel temperature (approximately 34*C (62*F) per minute at the
tread for a 37 kW (50 bhp) input) should result in small
calculational errors using the axisymmetric heat input assumption.
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4.7.2 Heat Conducted to Brake Shoe and Brake Head-Second,
it must be recognized that the analyses are made on the basis
of the heat input to the wheel. This is less than the total
braking energy per wheel because some of the energy is
conducted into the brake shoe, the brake head, and its sup-
porting structure. Less heat would be conducted thru a
composition brake shoe than an iron shoe. It has been estimated
that up to 25 percent of the braking energy is conducted through
a metal shoe. This results in significantly lower wheel tem-
peratures.

4.7.3 Heat Conducted to Rail-Another factor that should be
considered is the reduction in the thermal brake load due to
the heat conducted from the wheel to the rail thru the wheel/
rail contact point. The significance of this effect was noted
on recent tests with the U.S. Steel wheel/rail dynamometer.
This test machine is used for railroad wheel braking experiments
and is the only dynamometer of its kind which uses a load
wheel to simulate the wheel/rail contact. Tests showed that
thermal strains and wheel temperatures were depressed approxi-
mately 55*C (100*F) when the load wheel was in contact with
the test wheel. This is equivalent to an approximate reduction
of 20 percent in the brake energy.

The possible magnitude of this effect has been examined
by analyzing a simplified representation of the transient
wheel/rail contact. A given position on the tread of the
wheel, which is at high temperature because of the brake
heating, comes into momentary contact with the cold rail at
the wheel/rail contact zone. The cold rail has the effect of
quenching the rim of the wheel, because the large temperature
difference will result in a high rate of heat flow. The
major limitation on the heat flow is the thermal resistance
of the interface itself.

Calculations were made assuming that the effect can be
represented by a one-dimensional calculation where two bodies
of different temperature are brought into momentary contact.
The wheel/rail contact zone, which is approximately elliptical
in shape, was represented by two rectangles as illustrated
in Figure 19. A wheel speed of 15.7 m/s (35 mph) was assumed
which implies that a point on the wheel will be in contact
with the rail for 1.25 or 0.71 ms respectively for the large
and small rectangles. It was further assumed that the thermal
resistance of boundary itself is zero. This would give an
upper bound to the predicted rate of heat flow.

Results from the analysis are presented in Table 3.

They are shown in terms of the predicted heat flow for
100 0C (180 0F) increments of temperature difference between
wheel and rail at an operating speed of 15.7m/s(35 mph).
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The results show that large heat ilows across the wheel/rail
contact zone are plausible. In the real case there will
be some thermal resistance between the wheel and rail and this
will limit heat flow to values less than those indicated in
the table.

6 mm (0.24 in. + 12 m (0.47 in.)

(0.43 in.)

20 mm
(0.79 in.)

Figure 19 Representation of Wheel/Rail Contact Zone

TABLE 3. PREDICTED HEAT FLOW AT WHEEL/RAIL INTERFACE
(NO THERMAL RESISTANCE AT BOUNDARY ASSUMED)

Temperature Difference
Between Wheel Tread and Rail Heat Flow

°C (OF) kW (bhp)

100 (180) 8.7 (11.6)

200 (360) 17.4 (23.3)
300 (540) 26.0 (34.9)

400 (720) 34.7 (46.5)
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5. RESULTS: WHEEL REVOLUTION STRESS VARIATIONS

This section presents results of analyses which have been
made with the elastic three-dimensional code to determine the
wheel stresses caused by forces at the wheel/rail interface
and their variation due to rotation of the wheel. Data are
presented for 914 mm (36 inch) diameter wheels.

5.1 Vertical Load Stresses

Stress data are presented for an assumed vertical wheel
load of 142 kN (32,000 lb), which is the nominal wheel load
for a fully loaded 91 Mg (100 ton) capacity car.

5.1.1 Circumferential Variation-Figure 20 shows a
typical finite element configuration (the two wear straight
plate wheel case) that was used for the analysis of stresses
caused by a vertical load application (radial with respect
to the wheel) centered on the tape line. The load was
assumed distributed over elements 275 and 276 for a 25 mm
(1 inch) circumferential direction. Figure 21 presents
typical results which show the variation of stress as a
function of the angular position with respect to the point
of load application. Note that the maximum stresses occur
in the radial cross section of the wheel which is centered on
the area of load application (0 deg).

5.1.2 Stress Variation with Load Position, One and Two
Wear Straight Plate Wheels-Circumferential rim stress varia-
tions are presented in Table 4 from the analyses of one and
two wear straight plate wheels. The positions around the cross
section of the rim where stress results are recorded are shown
in Figure 1. Table 4 presents the mechanical stress ranges
(as the wheel rotates) for loads centered at two different
positions on the tread of the wheel, the tape line and near the
outer edge, as defined in Figure 1.

The results presented in Table 4 show that stress
variations in the rim are relatively small. The largest
stress range is associated with the edge load condition and
it occurs at the outside back of rim (position 1). The stress
ranges for the two wear wheel are significantly lower than
the corresponding stress ranges for the one wear wheel. The
stress ranges on the inside rim face, Positions 4 and 5,
are relatively small.

/I
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TABLE 4. CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESS VARIATIONS CAUSED
BY VERTICAL WHEEL LOAD OF 142 kN (32,000 lb)

Position of
Stress Value
(See Fig. 1 Mechanical Stress, MPa (ksi)

Wheel Type and straight plate M
Load Position wheels) Minimum Maximum

Two-Wear 1 -0.7 (-0.1) 15.2 ( 2.2)
Center Load 2 -6.9 (-1.0) -2.8 (-0.4)

3 -15.2 (-2.2) -6.2 (-0.9)
4 -13.8 (-2.0) -6.2 (-0.9)
5 -3.4 (-0.5) -1.4 (-0.2)

Two-Wear 1 -11.7 (-1.7) 33.8 ( 4.9)
Edge Load 2 -18.6 (-2.7) -9.6 (-1.4)

3 -6.2 (-0.9) -2.1 (-0.3)4 -9.0 (1.3) -2.8 (-0.4}
5 -3.4 (-0O.5) -0.7 (-0.I

One-Wear 1 -6.9 (-1.0) 10.3 (1.5)
Center Load 2 -10.3 (-1.5) 2.1 (0.3)

3 -20.6 (-3.0) 1.4 (0.2)
4 -6.9 (-1.0) 2.8 (0.4)

One-Wear 1 -24.1 (-3.5) 49.6 ( 7.2)
Edge Load 2 -26.9 (-3.9) 4.1 ( 0.6)

3 -6.2 (-0.9) 4.1 ( 0.6)
4 -9.0 (-1.3) 9.6 ( 1.4)

5.1.3 Stress Variations from Dynamic Effects-The inter-
pretation of the results presented in Table 4 should also
consider that the mechanical load stresses are based on the
nominal static load capacity of the wheel. This load value
is often exceeded during normal operations because of the
dynamic interaction between the wheel and rail and because
of oscillations of the primary suspension system of the car.
A recent analysis of wheel/rail load data obtained on high
quality track has shown that a 13 percent increase in load
can be expected at least 10 percent of the time. Larger
increases would be expected on lower quality track. The
mechanical stress range would be proportionately increased
during these high load situations.
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5.1.4 Factors Affecting Accuracy of Calculations-The
stresses in wheels resulting from loads acting at the wheel/
rail interface were calculated using the elastic three-dimen-
sional finite element code. As described in the appendix
this analytical procedure makes use of a Fourier series
representation of the load in the circumferential direction.
The stress results are obtained by the summation of the
effects of each term in the series. The accuracy of the
solution is dependent on the number of terms which are used
to represent the load. Generally speaking, the closer one
gets to the load point the larger the number of terms required
for an accurate solution. Similarly, the variation in stress
across a radial section of the wheel is represented by the
stress calculations for elements in a finite element mesh.
Greater accuracy is obtained at higher computational expense
by reducing the size and increasing the number of elements
in the mesh.

It was of considerable importance in this study to
determine the relationship between a number of Fourier com-
ponents and the accuracy of the results because of the
interest in determining the rim stresses. Therefore, a
series of computations were made to determine the influence
of the number of Fourier components (modes) on the accuracy
of the results. Figure 22 shows the loading that was assumed
for these calculations. The load is two elements wide,
20 mm (0.8 inch), and is uniform in the circumferential
direction of the wheel over a length of 25 mm (1.0 inch).
The stresses were obtained for the elements surrounding the
point of load application. Results were compared for
locations directly below the load, a position to the side
of the load, and at similar positions 10 degrees away.
Figure 22 also defines these positions of interest.

The results are shown in Figures 23 and 24 which present
calculated stresses as a function of a number of modes which
are used in the summation. Figure 23 shows radial stress data
and Figure 24 presents circumferential stress data. Note
that directly under the load (position 1, Figures 23 and 24)
approximately 100 terms are required to get an accurate indication
of the radial and circumferential stresses. The final value is
approached in an asymptotic manner as a function of the number
of modes. At a point deeper within the rim under the load
(position 3, 29 mm (1.1 inch), deep) the radial stress is

/ approached in approximately 50 modes (Figure 23), whereas about
100 terms are required to approach the circumferential stress
(Figure 24) at this location.
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276 MPa (40 ksi)
Total Load 142 kN (32,000 lb) 

2

5~ 2

3

4

Figure 22 Element Locations Used for Study of
Convergence of Modal Solution

At a point 10 degrees away from the point of load
application the radial stress in the outer element would be
expected to be negligible. Note (Figure 23) that this value
is approached in an alternating manner as a function of the'
number of modes. At least 100 terms are required to come close
to the final value. At position 3 the convergence is mor2
rapid and a reasonable approximation of the load is obtained
with 60 terms (Figure 23). The rate of convergence of the
circumferential stress is approximately the same at this
position as illustrated in Figure 24.

Figure 25 shows the convergence of the solution for
circumferential stress at a point on the outside face of the
rim (position 5). Note that in both the plane of loading
(9=0 deg) and 10 degrees away (9-10 deg) convergence is
obtained with approximately 30 modes. This illustrates the
principle that convergence requires fewer terms as the position
of interest moves further from the point of load application.
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5.2 Lateral Load

Figure 25 shows typical stress variations as a function of
angular position resulting from the application of a 44 kN
(10,000 lb) lateral load acting against the flange. The figure
presents the radial component of stress at the outside hub
fillet and the inside rim fillet of a two wear straight plate
wheel. Note that the maximum stress occurs in the radial
cross section of the wheel which includes the point of load
application (0 deg). Note also that the stress at the inside
rim fillet is much lower in magnitude, but also that it under-
goes a greater range of variation with position around the
wheel. This figure illustrates a general phenomenon with respect
to wheel stresses from lateral loading, namely, that the maximum
stress is in the plane of loading, but that for some other
radial positions, where the maximum stress is lower, the largest
stress at that radius may occur at some other position than in
the plane of loading.

5.3 Combined Loads

This section presents results from analyses of stresses
caused by the action of mechanical loads combined with the
residual stresses from severe thermal loads. The information
is used later in this report for an assessment of the likeli-
hood of crack initiation and growth. Residual stress data
from severe thermal loads have been presented in Table 2. Some
cyclic mechanical stress data have been presented in Table 4.

The combined stress data are presented in Tables 6
through 10. One and two wear straight plate and one wear
curved plate wheels have been considered in these analyses.
Stresses are reported for several points in the rims of the
wheels as defined in Figure 1. The data in the tables are
restricted to circumferential stress data. This component of
stress would be expected to be the most significant for thermal
crack initiation and growth.

The data presented in the tables give stress ranges (as
the wheel rotates) for both tape line and edge positions for
the vertical load. Data are shown for the vertical load
acting alone and in combination with lateral loads directed
both toward the flange and away from the flange. The assumed
vertical load is 142 kN (32,000 lb) and the assumed lateral
load is 44 kN (10,000 lb). Two levels of thermal load are
considered in these analyses, 30 kW (40 bhp) and 37 kW (50 bhp)
for 1 hour. The thermal load input was assumed to be centered
about the tape line. Table 5 presents an index of the combined
stress data presented in Tables 6 through 11.
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TABLE 5. INDEX OF TABULATED STRESSES FOR COMBINED LOADS

Thermal Load
Vertical Load Lateral Load for Residual Stresses

Table Position Direction kW (bhp)

6a Tape Line None 30 (40)
6b 37 (50)

7a Edge None 30 (40)
7b 37 (50)

8a Tape Line Away From 30 (40)
8b Flange 37 (50)

9a Tape Line Toward 30 (40)
9b Flange 37 (50)

10a Edge Away From 30 (40)
10b Flange 37 (50)

Ila Edge Toward 30 (40)
1lb Flange 37 (50)

5.4 Interpretation of Results

Thermal crack initiation is most likely to occur under
conditions of large stress rrep and tre riios An
examination of the data contained in Tables 6 to 11 shows
that the stress ranges are relati,7ely low, but that in some
cases they occur in combination with high stress ratios. The
data show that the most severe conditions occur at the flange
and inside rim positions where tne stress ratios are relatively
large. The results also indicate that the combination of
outwardly directed lateral loads with vertical loads produced
the largest mechanical stress ranges. This is a case which is
unlikely to result in a large number of stress cycles during
normal operations. The data from the stress calculations do not
indicate any significant advantages for either the curved plate
or straight plate wheel configuration.
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6. DEVELOPMENT AND PROPAGATION OF THERMAL CPACKS

The analytical techniques of fracture mechanics may be
used to predict the likelihood of crack initiation and propa-
gation under various operating conditions. The procedures and
limitations of such investigations were discussed in papers
presented at the 6th International Wheelset Congress (Ref 15
and 16). In this section the application of the thermal and
mechanical stress data to crack growth predictions is discussed.
The data are used to investigate the conditions under which
thermal cracks can be developed and propagated. Several types
of stress cycles need to be considered. First, there is the
large number of stress cycles associated with the rotation
of the wheel (e.g., a 914 mm (36 inch)) wheel rotates 348
revolutions/km (560 rev/mile); 10 million cycles are developed
in less than 29,000 km (18,000 miles). Second, there is a
stress cycle every time a brake application is made. Third,
there are the large stress cycles which occur when a wheel is
severely heated due to a prolonged heavy drag brake application.

The procedures are limited to the consideration of thermal
cracks which are initiated in the rim of the wheel and lie
in a radial plane containing the axis of the wheel. Mode I
crack growth is assumed so that the significant fluctuating
stresses are the circumferential stresses in the rim of the
wheel.

6.1 Fracture Mechanics Data

Fracture mechanics principles are used for the examination
of crack growth effects. The method is based on the inter-
pretation of a plot of crack extension, per cycle, da/dN, versus
the change in stress intensity (AK). A typical curve of this
type is shown in Figure 26. Three mechanisms of crack growth
are represented by the curve. The left hand side of the
curve is affected primarily by the microstructure and the
surrounding environment. It includes the initiation of the
crack. The middle region of the curve shows the period of
crack growth where the growth rate can be represented by (AK)n.
The right hand side of the curve shows the deviation from the
exponential function as the critical stress intensity is
approached.

Most crack growth data have been developed for the case
where the ratio of minimum to maximum stresses (R) is zero.
In most real cases materials are not subjected to fluctuating
stresses with a zero minimum stress. Stress ranges may cover
a wide range of values. This is the case for railroad wheels
where the presence of residual stresses may result in relatively
high values for the ratio of minimum to maximum stress.
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Most studies show that the effect of the stress ratio is
minimal in the central portion of the crack growth curve. The
most significant effect of a high stress ratio is to lower
the threshold AK which will allow the extension of a crack.

Figure 26 has been developed as an estimate of the da/dN
curve for a typical wheel steel (class BR). The basic curve
is developed for the R=0 case. The central portion of the
curve is based on the data of Opinsky (Ref 18). His work
showed the following relationship for crack growth as a
function of the stress intensity factor:

da 3.74 (AK)3.02 (6.1)
UK ff109

where a is the characteristic crack dimension (mm)
N is the number of cycles
AK is the change in stress intensity as the result of

fluctuating stresses (MParm)

The right hand side of the curve approaches asymptotically the
fracture .. ghness for the steel, which is estimated at 55 MPa
(50 ksi inch). The left hand side of the curve approaches
the threshold value for crack propagation. This is assumed to
be 6.0 MPa/m (5.5 ksi Ich-).

Figure 26 also shows estimates of the crack growth
relationship for several values of R. The development of
these curves makes use of the Walker relationship (Ref 19) for
modifying Equation (6.1). The effective stress intensity, Keff,
is calculated as

AK
Keff - -K (6.2)

The development of these curves also assumes a decrease in
threshold stress intensity, AKth, with increasing R as illustrated
in Figure 27.

Knowing AK and the stress variations one can calculate the
minimum size of a crack for crack propagation. For this
calculation it is assumed that the crack is elliptical in shape
with the major axis, 2c, twice the minor axis, 2a, as illustrated.

a
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For this condition the factor relating stress intensity to
nominal stress variations is given as

K 114 (6.3)

6.2 Crack Threshold Size Analysis

The stress range data for mechanical load stresses com-
bined with thermally induced residual stresses, which were
presented in Tables 6 through 11, can now be reviewed to
estimate the conditions under which crack propagation can be
expected. This is done to assess the susceptibility of wheels
to thermal crack initiation. A preliminary evaluation of the
data indicates that the most severe conditions occur on one
wear wheels at the inside rim position (Position 4 on the
straight plate wheel and Position 5 on the curved plate wheel).
These results also show the most severe stress condition is
associated with the 37 kW (50 bhp) thermal load residual stress.

Table 12 summarizes the stress range data and the threshold
crack size calculations for the inside rim position of one
wear wheels. The third and fourth columns in this table show
the stress range and the stress ratio for'the different cases.
The threshold AK for crack propagation is included in the
fifth column and is based on Figure 27. Equation (6.3) is then
used to calculate the minimum crack depth which is required
for crack extension. These data are presented in the right
hand column of Table 12. A small crack dimension is indicative
of a greater susceptibility to crack initiation.

The minimum crack depth dimensions in Table 12 are shown
for the cases of Tables 8b and lOb. These are the cases
where lateral load acts in conjunction with the vertical load,
but is directed away from the flange. These are loading
conditions which are rather unlikely to occur in service for
significant periods of time and therefore are not representative
of conditions where a large number of stress cycles can be
anticipated. Excluding the cases of lateral load directed
away from the flange the next smallest critical crack side is
associated with Table 7b for the curved plate wheel. A 2.5 mm
(0.098 inch) crack dimension is indicated. The loading
condition is a vertical edge load with no lateral load. The
rest of the results in the table indicate somewhat larger
crack dimensions, which suggests that under the assumed
conditions there is not a very high probability of crack
initiation and growth.
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6.3 Consideration of Service Braking Stresses

The relatively large crack sizes which are calculated
for the threshold of crack propagation as a result of mechanical,
once per revolution, cyclic stresses, leads one to consider
other mechanisms for the initiation of the crack. One possibility
would be a mechanism dominated by low-cycle fatigue effects,
which considers the stress cycle each time the brake is applied.
Consider, for example, a wheel which has been overheated so
that a tensile residual circumferential stress has been induced
in the rim. Each time the tread brake is applied, the rim
stresses will be greatly diminished, or even driven into com-
pression so that there would be a large change in stress
intensity with each braking cycle. The nature of the stress
fluctuation would depend on the position within the rim.

This problem has been examined by looking at combinations
of service braking stress data (from Figures 17 and 18)
mechanical load stress range data (from Table 4) and the
residual stresses associated with severe thermal loads (from
Table 2). This set of analyses is limited to the one wear,
straight plate wheel because the service braking calculations
were performed only on this wheel configuration.

The results are presented in Table 13. The first case
considers conditions in the rim at the corner between the
outside face and inside surface as the result of combined
vertical edge load and service braking stress effects. The
tensile portion of the maximum stress range is evaluated.
Utilizing the threshold AK for the given stress conditions
a minimum crack depth for extension of 2.2 mm (0.085 inch) is
determined.

The second case considers conditions at the tip of the
flange as a result of combined vertical center load, service
braking and residual thermal stress effects. The relatively
high tensile residual stress puts the entire stress fluctuation
into the tensile range. Using the threshold AK for the stress
conditions indicated, a minimum crack depth for extension of
4.8 mm (0.189 inch) is determined.

The third case considers conditions on the inside face of
the rim, again as the result of combined vertical edge load,
service braking, and residual thermal stress effects. The
high thermal residual tensile stress puts the entire stress
fluctuation into the tensile range. Using the threshold
'K associated with the stress conditions a minimum crack depth
for extension of 1.5 mm (0.059 inch) is calculated.
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These results show the importance of considering various
load combinations when looking for critical crack growth
conditions. The threshold crack sizes indicated by these
calculations are slightly smaller than those calculated with-
out the inclusion of the service braking stresses (Table 12).
However, when interpreting the results, the fact that there
would be fewer stress cycles of this range must be recognized.

6.4 Application to Plate Crack Growth Considerations

Consideration of the cyclic service braking stresses
acting alone leads to the calculation of a fairly small thres-
hold crack size for the propagation of circumferential plate
cracks in the hub and rim fillets of the wheel. For this
condition one is concerned with the radial component of
stress, which would be perpendicular to a circumferential
crack direction. Figure 18 shows that the service braking
results in a tensile stress of 140 MPa (20 ksi) in the outside
hub fillet and a tensile stress of 100 MPa (15 ksi) in the
inside rim fillet. Using the same procedures followed in the
thermal crack calculations for the rim (Table 13) a threshold
crack size for propagation of 0.81 mm (0.032 inch) is determined
for the hub fillet region and a threshold crack size of 1.4 mm
(0.056 inch) is obtained for the rim fillet region. The
fluctuating stresses due to vertical and lateral loads in
these regions are relatively small and would have a neglible
effect on crack propagation by themselves. The complicating
factor in the application of this result is the apparent
complex state of residual stresses which normally exist in
the plate and hub fillet areas. If a wheel has been subjected
to a thermal loading which is sufficient to cause a shift
in the residual stress field, compressive stresses will be
introduced in the hub and plate fillet regions. The residual
compressive stresses would inhibit the initiation and growth
of circumferential cracks in these regions. Other work (Ref 20)
has indicated that the residual stress gradient across the
plate of a wheel may be quite complex with large stress
gradients or one moves inside the surface. This has been
noted in both newly manufactured wheels and wheels that have
been subjected to moderate drag braking loads which are
sufficient to cause slight shifts of the residual stress field.
This situation greatly complicates attempts to make predictions
of plate crack growth.

6.5 Crack Growth Calculations

The fracture mechanics and stress range data can be
utilized to make crack growth predictions. Two examples are
selected from the data in Table 12, namely, the conditions
defined for the straight plate and curved plate wheels under
stress data Table 7b. Calculations were made utilizing the
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crack growth rate data defined in Figure 26. The objective
of these calculations was to determine the number of stress
cycles (wheel revolutions) required to extend the crack depth
by 10 mm (0.4 inch). The effect of the extension of the
crack on the stress field was not included in these calcuL.ations.

The results are shown in Table 14. Approximately 10
million cycles are indicated for enlarging the depth of the
crack by 10 mm (0.4 inch). This normally would represent
only a small portion of the life of the wheel. The calculations
show that the cyclic fluctuating load stresses, though relatively
small in magnitude, can lead to a significant crack growth
rate under the right conditions. Note that rate of crack
growth becomes larger as the size of the crack increases.

TABLE 14. CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS

Number of Cycles Crack Depth
Core (see Table 12) (106) mm (in.)

Stress Data Core Table 7b --- 2.5 (0.10)
Curved Plate Wheel 2.0 3.0 (0.12)
Inside Rim Position 3.3 3.7 (0.14)

4.4 4.4 (0.17)
5.3 5.3 (0.21)
6.1 6.3 (0.25)
6.8 7.6 (0.30)
7.4 9.1 (0.36)
8.0 10.9 (0.43)
8.4 12.7 (0.50)

Stress Data Core Table 7b --- 5.1 (0.20)
Straight Plate Wheel 2.3 6.1 (0.24)
Inside Rim Position 4.2 7.3 (0.29)

5.9 8.8 (0.35)
7.4 10.5 (0.42)
8.6 12.6 (0.50)
9.8 15.2 (0.60)
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6.6 Limitations of Analyses

The interpretation of results presented in the preceding
sections must recognize certain limitations of the analyses.
First, much of the required crack growth data are associated
with high stress ratios and low changes in stress intensity.
This is a condition where limited material property test data
are available. The assumed characteristics of the material
in this region were extrapolated from test data obtained at
larger stress intensity ranges and at R=O. The extrapolation
of the data reduces the confidence in its accuracy. There-
fore, the results should be used primarily as an indication of
the trends that can be expected. It is obvious that if more
accurate predictions are to be made better material data
must be obtained.

A reduction in the calculated threshold size of cracks
for their propagation would probably result from initial higher
residual tensile stresses. However, this puts one further
away from conditions where material property data are available.
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7. VALIDATION ANALYSES

A number of results are available which allow experi-
mental stress values to be compared with elastic analyses.
These results include both the effects of mechanical load
and low or moderate thermal loads where the yield point of
the wheel is not exceeded. (See for example Ref 21 and 22.)
These results generally show close correspondence between
theoretical and experimental values, which demonstrates the
accuracy of these analytic procedures.

7.1 Comparison of Predicted and Measured Strains
for a Wheel with an Induced Heat Load

7.1.1 Test Conditions-There have been relatively few
opportunities to compare theoretical and experimental results
of wheels subjected to severe thermal loads where the yield
point of the wheel is exceeded. One opportunity for such a
comparison was the AAR Track Train Dynamics sponsored test
series with a CH36, one wear, curved plate wheel. The wheel
was subjected to several heating loads at the rim by using
an induction heater. The most severe thermal load was 37 kW
(50 bhp). The results of this test were selected for comparison
with analyses*.

Strain gages were placed on the wheel to measure the
response of the wheel to the thermal load. The positions of
the strain gages where comparisons can be made with analytic
solutions are shown in Figure 28.

7.1.2 Analytic Representation-The elastic-plastic two-
dimensional code was used to predict the behavior of the wheel.
It was assumed that a 37 kW (50 bhp) thermal loading applied
over a 75 mm (3 inch) width of the wheel rim centered on the
tape line would simulate the 37 kW induction heating coil
load. The duration of the heat load was assumed to be 37
minutes, 41 seconds, the duration of the experimental heat
load. Strains were calculated several times during the
application of the heat load, at the end of the application
of the heat load, and following subsequent cooling of the
wheel to ambient conditions. The latter condition gave
predictions of the residual stress field remaining in the
wheel. The calculation assumed that there was no initial
residual strain in the wheel.

*Note: These comparative analyses were conducted under the

sponsorship of the AAR Track Train Dynamics Program.
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Figure 28 Strain Gage Pcsitions for Induction Heating Test
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7.1.3 Material Property Data-Three sets of calculations
were made utilizing different material property data. This
was done in an attempt to bracket uncertainties in the data,
particularly with regard to high temperature properties, and
also to determine the sensitivity of the predictions to the
values assumed for material properties.

The elastic-plastic program accommodates temperature
dependent material properties. The first calculations were
based on a standard set of temperature dependent material
property data which were used in the other thermal analyses
described in this report. The temperature dependent nature
of these parameters are given in Table 15.

Some recent AAR test results (Ref 23) indicated that a
lower plastic modulus should be considered. Therefore, a
second set of calculations were performed using a lower value
for the plastic modulus. The data in Ref 23 indicate that a
modulus of 2lxlO 3MPa (3.1x10 6 psi) gives a fair approximation
for the second part of a bilinear representation of the stress-
strain curve. This is about one-half the comparable values
given in Table 15. Consequently the "plastic" modulus values
given in Table 15 were divided by two and used for the second
set of calculations.

A third set of calculations was performed to determine
if a reduction in the dependence of the elastic modulus with
temperature would have a significant affect on the residual
hoop strains in the rim of the wheel. These calculations
utilized the material properties listed in Table 15 except
that a constant modulus of 200xl0 3MPa (29x106 psi) was employed.

TABLE 15. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Elastic Modulus
Temperature of Elasticity Poissons Yield Stress Plastic Modulus

°C (OF) 103 MPa (106 psi) Ratio MPa (ksi) 10 MPa (106 psi)

-18 (0) 200 (29.0) 0.29 400 (58.0) 43 (6.25

93 (200) 198 (28.7) 0.29 395 (57.4) 42 (6.15)

204 (400) 190 (27.6) 0.29 383 (55.5) 41 (5.90)

316 (600) 178 (25.8) 0.29 336 (48.8) 39 (5.60)

427 (800) 159 (23.0) 0.29 265 (38.4) 35 (5.00)

538 (1000) 132 (19.1) 0.29 192 (27.9) 28 (4.10)
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7.1.4 Results-The results of the analysis for the first
two sets of calculations are given in Tables 16 and 17. The
thermal strains in these tables have been computed based on
an average coefficient of thermal expansion of 13x10

-6 mm/mmC
(7x10-6 inch/inch*F) and the computed temperature at the node
point closest to the strain gage. Results are given at
33 minutes, 41 seconds which was the time when the power
source was turned off and also at the end of the test when
the wheel was cooled down to approximately 24°C (75*F). Note
that the differences between the two sets of calculations
are relatively small. This indicates that the values selected
for the plastic modulus will not have a major influence on
the computed stresses.

The comparison of the computed and test results is
reasonably good at the 33 minutes, 41 seconds time considering
the difference in the way the thermal loads were introduced.
The residual strains also compare favorably except for two
circumferential gages in the rim, 10H and 11H. The large
residual test strain in gage 11H, 1105 pmm/mm (pinch/inch),
indicates a major discrepancy between the computed and test
results since the computed value at this point was under
30 1mm/mm (pinch/inch). The difference could be caused by
the way the temperature dependent material properties are
idealized in the computer code or from the material parameters
that are used. It is more likely that the strain gage results
are in error since the temperature at several gages was in
excess of the recommended maximum temperature of 260°C (500°F)
for these strain gages. For example, the maximum temperature
near strain gage 11H was in excess of 427°C (800*F).

The third set of calculations, which were conducted to
see if the reduction in the elastic modulus with temperature
is a significant factor in affecting the residual hoop strains,
showed relatively minor differences with the strains shown
in Tables 16 and 17. Thus it can be concluded that the change
in the elastic modulus with temperature has little affect on
the predicted residual hoop strains.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The objective of this program was to recommend ways of
reducing the failure rate of railroad car wheels by considering
design changes, the use of new materials, or the specification
of operating limits. Fulfilling this objective was found to
require a better understanding of the factors which lead to
railroad wheel failure. The most serious failures are those
from thermal or plate cracks which result in wheel fracture.
The phenomena associated with thermal crack initiation and
growth have been examined in detail through the use of analytic
techniques for studying the stress phenomena in wheels under
various types of loading.

The design changes which can be considered for railroad
car wheels are limited if the wheels are to remain compatible
with the specifications and standards used in present railroad
freight car construction. The principal region where there
is some freedom for design changes is in the shape of the
plate of the wheel. The design of che plate influences the
way the wheel responds to tread brake thermal loads. There
are two plate design configurations which are used in wheels
of U.S. manufacture; the straight plate wheel design, which
is used by wrought steel wheel manufacturers, and the curved
plate wheel design which is used by cast steel wheel manu-
facturers. Both types of wheels were thoroughly analyzed
under this program. These analyses failed to reveal any
significant advantages for one type over the other.

The data presented in Section 4 show that the stress
distributions in curved plate and straight plate wheel designs
can be substantially different when the wheels are subjected
to the same thermal load. While the tLhermal stresses at the
conclusion of the braking period are larger in the straight
plate wheel design than in the curved plate design, the
residual stresses following the subsequent cooling of the
wheel are about the same magnitude in each type of wheel.
From one standpoint the residual stress field in the curved
plate design may be less satisfactory because of the high
tensile stresses on the inside face of the rim, which is a
common site for the initiation of thermal cracks.

Some investigators have concluded (e.g. , Ref 1) that the
curve plate design is to be preferred over the straight plate
design because of the lower plate stresses associated with a
thermal load, but the effect on residual stresses should also
be considered. Reference I also states that the superiority
of the curve plate design has been established by dynamometer
tests. It describes the results of drag brake tests, where
notches were cut into the treads of the wheels to promote
the initiation of thermal cracks. The wheels were subjected
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to severe thermal loads. It took a larger number of drag
tests to initiate a failure crack in the curved plate wheel
than in the straight plate wheel. The differences in these
results may be due to the placement of the notches rather than
to any inherent characteristics of the wheel design. For
example, comparing the residual stress distribution patterns
in Figures 8 and 9, it can be seen that the residual tensile
stresses adjacent to the center of the tread are larger for
the straight plate design than for the curve plate design.
The straight plate design would then be expected to be more
sensitive to the placement of a notch in this position. The
residual tensile stress on the inside face of the rim is higher
for the curve plate wheel than for the straight plate wheel.
If notches had been put at this location, the results of the
tests may have been different.

It is interesting to note that the development of thermal
cracks on dynamometer tests requires that stress concentration
features must be introduced to initiate thermal cracks. The
test described in Ref 1 required notches on the tread of the
wheel in order to develop thermal cracks. An extensive series
of tests described in Ref 24 required the placement of saw
cuts in the wheel in order for a consistent trend in thermal
cracking to be developed. This suggests that the thermal
crack phenomenon requires combined loading effects for its
initiation. This would include both the effects of large
thermal loads from drag braking and the stress fluctuations
from vertical and lateral wheel/rail interaction loads. Ir
addition, as previously indicated, the stresses associated
with service braking may also be important.

The limitations associated with the application of
analytical procedures to the study of wheel failure phenomena
have been illustrated by the work conducted under this project.
One limitation results from the lack of thermal and material
property data for wheel materials at elevated temperatures.
The lack of data describing the modification of the yield
point and the definition of the stress-strain curve at high
temperatures is especially critical. The modification of the
residual stress field in the wheels will depend to a large
extent on the degree of yielding that takes place during
severe thermal loads.

Another limitation is the lack of crack growth data underthe conditions which are prevalent in many wheel failures.

The analyses have shown that crack initiation and early growth
probably takes place as the result of small stress fluctuations
about a high average tensile stress. More information must
be obtained about the behavior of wheel materials under these
conditions because they are not included in most sets of
fracture mechanics property data.
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There is the need to conduct full-scale experiments on
railroad wheels which would provide experimental data on the
relative importance of various parameters that affect the
initiation of wheel failure mechanisms. This would require
the construction of a test fixture on which experiments could
be conducted where the failure of the wheel can be tolerated.
The present understanding of wheel failure phenomena is
that a large number of factors interrelate to cause failures.
These cannot be fully evaluated through analytical studies.
Experimental studies must go along with the analytical work.
Analysis work would provide guidance for suggesting the
types of experiments to be conducted and also to explain the
observed experimental phenomena.

Severe thermal loading (drag brake) tests which have
been conducted on railroad wheel dynamometers have generally
failed to cause wheel failure by thermal cracking. In order
to get consistent test results it has been necessary to intro-
duce a notch or other stress concentration feature in the
wheel. This suggests that the small cyclic stresses associated
with mechanical wheel loads play an important role in wheel
failure phenomena and that the provision for introducing
these loads should be built into any test fixture which is
constructed for the study of these wheel failure effects.
The test fixture should also have the capability of sustained
high energy drag braking loads in excess of 37 kW (50 bhp)
for periods of time as long as an hour and for the simultaneous
introduction of vertical and lateral forces at a simulated
wheel/rail interface. Force levels of 224 kN (50,000 lb)
vertically and 112 kN (25,000 lb) laterally may be required for
the tests.
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